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Allegro moderato

PIANO

Vamp

VOICE

Oh, boy! look at me,_ Oh, joy!
Toot! Toot! Hear that boat,_ Toot! Toot!

can't you see?_ Happiness is written on my face,_ That'll float._ To the land where I was born and raised,_
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Like a heavy winner on a race? Oh, my,

To those happy scenes of childhood days. Oh, you,

See that grip; Good bye, you,

Dixieland! Oh, Dixieland!

It's a trip. Land so grand!

It seems like a holiday. Land I love the best of all.

Just because I'm on my way.

Here's my answer to your call.

Back to Dixieland 4
CHORUS

Back to Dixieland, Back to Dixonland, Where the cotton waves in the breeze, I'll greet my honey with a hug and squeeze, She's waiting by the cabin door,
On that Su-a-nee shore

Oh, gee! There'll be
One big ju-bi-lee

So for the last time shake my hand
I'm going back to Dix-i-eland!
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The Star Dance Folio No. 14
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**Contents:**

- Buenos Ayres (Tango Argentino)
- Dengozgo (Maxixe Tango)
- El Irresistible (Tango Argentino)
- Innovation Tango
- Mason-Whitney Tango
- (El Choclo)
- Maxixe Briolette (Maxixe)

**Hesitation Waltzes**

Adele (From the Operetta)
Ave C (Mois)
If Daisies Won't Tell, Ask the Man in the Moon
Love's Hesitation (from the Beauty Shop)
Please Leave Mama Dear
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